Quantitative analysis of the intramacrophagic Brucella suis proteome reveals metabolic adaptation to late stage of cellular infection.
A 2-D DIGE approach allowed the characterization of the intramacrophagic proteome of the intracellular pathogen Brucella suis at the late stage of in vitro infection by efficient discrimination between bacterial and host cell proteins. Using a subtraction model, a total of 168 proteins showing altered concentrations in comparison with extracellularly grown, stationary-phase bacteria were identified. The majority of the 44 proteins significantly regulated at this stage of infection were involved in bacterial metabolism and 40% were present in lowered concentrations, supporting the hypothesis of an adaptive response by quantitative reduction of processes participating in energy, protein, and nucleic acid metabolism. In the future, the 2-D DIGE-based approach will permit to decipher specifically and quantitatively the intracellular proteomes of various pathogens during adaptation to their specific host cell environments.